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Compression of imaginary-time data using intermediate representation of analytical
continuation
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New model-independent compact representations of imaginary-time data are presented in terms
of the intermediate representation (IR) of analytical continuation. This is motivated by a recent
numerical finding by the authors [J. Otsuki et al. (2017)]. We demonstrate the e�ciency of the
present method through continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo calculations of an Anderson impu-
rity model. We find that the IR yields a significantly compact form of various types of correlation
functions. The present framework will provide general ways to boost the power of cutting-edge
diagrammatic/quantum Monte Carlo treatments of many-body systems.

PACS numbers: 02.70.Ss

Many-body perturbation theories based on Matsub-
ara Green’s function are powerful tools to study corre-
lated systems. Elaborate diagrammatic methods have
been widely used for investigating static and dynamic
responses of the systems [1–3]. Modern quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods even provide access to numeri-
cally exact ground-state and dynamical properties of lat-
tice models and impurity models [4–16]. In these nu-
merical calculations, however, one frequently faces two
problems: (1) storage size and postprocessing cost of
imaginary-time objects and (2) analytical continuation
to the real-frequency axis.

The first issue becomes problematic in solving low-
energy lattice models. For instance, one needs to treat
two-particle quantities for computing lattice susceptibil-
ities. Two-particle quantities also play a central role in
some diagrammatic extensions of dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) [17] for describing non-local spatial cor-
relations [18, 19]. A recent technical advance is the com-
pact representation of the imaginary-time dependence in
terms of Legendre polynomials [20]. E↵orts have been
also made to describe the high-frequency asymptotic be-
havior of two-particle objects [21, 22]. However, the ap-
plication of these elaborate methods to realistic models
is still too computationally expensive. A similar prob-
lem appears in quantum chemistry calculations based on
a single-particle-level perturbative approach [23, 24]. In
this case, one needs to treat a much wider energy range
than the low-energy models. Thus, there is a high de-
mand for a more compact representation as a key ingre-
dient in cutting-edge simulations of many-body systems.

The second problem is ill-conditioned analytical con-
tinuation from imaginary-time data to real-frequency
axis. One example is estimating the spectral function
from imaginary-time Green’s function. One can formu-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Analytical continuation between real-
frequency data ⇢(!) and Matsubara-frequency data G(i!n)
through the kernel K. The intermediate representation is
defined in terms of a SVD of K.

late the problem as the linear equation

G = �K⇢, (1)

where G and ⇢ are vectors representing imaginary-time
and real-frequency data and the matrixK a kernel. Since
K is usually ill-conditioned, the singular values of K de-
cay very fast. As a result, most of independent compo-
nents in ⇢ give almost no contribution to G. Thus, if
one simply minimizes |G+K⇢|2 with respect to ⇢, any
errors in G are enormously amplified in ⇢. Many meth-
ods have been developed for computing an approximate
solution in a stable fashion such as the maximum entropy
method [25].

The authors have recently proposed to transform
Eq. (1) into the intermediate representation (IR)
defined in between real frequencies and imaginary
time (Fig. 1)[26]. It was found that the one can ex-
press the fundamental quantities G and ⇢ with only few

Sparse modeling+

Stable analytic continuation Efficient diagrammatic calculation
Review: J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki,  HS, K. Yoshimi, JPSJ 89, 
012001 (2020)

Review: HS, N. Chikano, E. Gull, J. Li, T. Nomoto, J. 
Otsuki, M. Wallerberger, T. Wang, K. Yoshimi, 
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Analytic continuation is sensitive to 
noise

Antiferromagnet

Continuous-time QMC data

8-fold degenerate 
impurity Anderson model

Vidberg, Serene, 1977

8 lines should 
coincide

Padé approximation

Many sophisticated methods: machine-learning method,  stochastic methods, etc.
Question What information remains in imaginary-time data? 

Can we extract the relevant information?
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Sparse modeling in data science

M. Elad and M. Aharon, IEEE Transactions on Image Processing 15, 3736  (2006)
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Sparse modeling in data science

Noise

M. Elad and M. Aharon, IEEE Transactions on Image Processing 15, 3736  (2006)
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Sparse modeling in data science

Denoised

M. Elad and M. Aharon, IEEE Transactions on Image Processing 15, 3736  (2006)
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MRI

Antiferromagnet

大関真之
https://japan.zdnet.com/article/35074052/4/

Full measurement 
time

1/4 measurement time

Reconstructed by 
sparse modeling

Step1 Transform data to a basis where signal is 
compactly represented 
Step2 Extract information from noisy data to 
reconstruct signal
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Step 1: basis transformation
Lehmann representation

Fermion (+), 
boson (-)

Discretization

Singular value 
decomposition (SVD)

2

Here, the vector G is defined by Gi ⌘ G(⌧i) with ⌧i
being M -division of [0 : �]. In the fermionic cases, the
quantities on the right-hand side are defined by Kij ⌘
K+(⌧i,!j) and ⇢j ⌘ ⇢(!j)�! [21], which are obtained
after replacing the integral over ! with N -point finite
di↵erences in the range [�!max : !max]. One may use a
non-linear mesh for better e�ciency, but the formulation
below does not change. When the input G has noise, a
solution actually does not need to exactly fulfill Eq. (3).
For this reason, it is better to consider the square error

�2(⇢) =
1

2
kG�K⇢k22, (4)

and find ⇢ such that �2(⇢) < ⌘ with ⌘ being a small
constant depending on the magnitude of noise. Here, k·k2
stands for the L2 norm defined by k⇢k2 ⌘ (

P
j ⇢

2
j )

1/2.
The solution must hold two conditions: non-negativity

⇢(!) � 0 and the sum rule
R1
�1 ⇢(!)d! = 1. They are

expressed in terms of the vector ⇢ as

⇢j � 0,
X

j

⇢j = 1. (5)

The above constraints are applied to diagonal compo-
nents of Green functions. For o↵-diagonal components,
the non-negativity is not applied, while the sum rule al-
ways exists [22]. Our algorithm presented below can han-
dle both cases with and without these constraints (the
algorithm becomes even simpler if some constraints are
dropped). This is a technical advantage of our algorithm
over MaxEnt in which the entropy term relies on the pos-
itiveness ⇢(!) > 0 [23].

E�cient basis set.— We discuss what basis best de-
scribes spectral functions ⇢(!). Here, the “best” means
ability of reproducing the correct ⇢(!) (i) with a small
number of bases (ii) for wide models independent of de-
tails of interactions/parameters. For this purpose, we fo-
cus on the fact that the matrix K is ill-conditioned. To
see this, we make use of the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the matrix K:

K = USV t, (6)

where S is an M ⇥N diagonal matrix, and U and V are
orthogonal matrices of size M ⇥M and N ⇥N , respec-
tively. What should be noted here is that the singular
values sl (l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) decay exponentially or even
faster (see Fig. 3(a1) for the explicit result). This makes
a numerical optimization of �2(⇢) unstable. A standard
recipe for avoiding this di�culty is to drop such vectors
that correspond to small singular values below a certain
threshold [24][25]. Although this trick enables us to de-
rive a definite solution, the result depends totally on the
number of sl’s retained. We make another use of SVD of
the ill-conditioned matrix in modern perspective of SpM.

L1 regularization.— Using the SVD, we reconsider the
expression of the square error in Eq. (4). Introducing

FIG. 1. Explanation for the mechanism that a sparse solu-
tion is chosen by the L1 regularization. For details, see the
paragraph below Eq. (10).

new vectors

⇢0 = V t⇢, G0 = U tG, (7)

Eq. (4) is rewritten as

�2(⇢0) =
1

2
kG0 � S⇢0k22 =

1

2

X

l

(G0
l � sl⇢

0
l)
2. (8)

It is now clear that the contribution of ⇢0l to �2(⇢0) is
weighted by the corresponding singular value sl. Since sl
decays exponentially as noted above, most elements of ⇢0

give only negligible contribution to �2(⇢0). Such elements
are essentially indefinite as far as �2(⇢0) is concerned,
making a naive analytical continuation quite sensitive to
noise.
The above consideration brings us to the idea that, by

imposing sparseness on ⇢0, we can find a stable solution
which is robust against noise. To this end, we consider
the following cost function including an L1 regularization
term:

F (⇢0) ⌘ 1

2
kG0 � S⇢0k22 + �k⇢0k1, (9)

where � is a positive constant and k · k1 denotes the L1

norm defined by

k⇢0k1 ⌘
X

l

|⇢0l|. (10)

This form of optimization problems is referred to as
LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Opera-
tors) [26].
The role of the L1 term may be explained as follows.

We consider a two-dimensional vector ⇢0 = (⇢01, ⇢
0
2) as

the simplest example (Fig. 1). We suppose that the min-
imum of �2(⇢0), namely, the solution of the least-square
method, is located at ⇢0 = ⇢0

LS. Equal-value contours of
�2(⇢0) are elliptic centered at ⇢0

LS, and all points on this
line, e.g. open and closed circles in Fig. 1, are equally fea-
sible when a certain extent of errors are allowed. When
the L1 term is additionally taken into account, the open

G0 ⌘ U tG, ⇢0 ⌘ V t⇢
Information in G is carried 
by a few coefficients.
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How much information is in G(τ)?

?

Only few components are intact. 
Can we reconstruct the spectrum 
from these data?

 0  10  20  30
l

with noise
exact
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Step 2: extract signal

Positivenes Sum rule

• Convex optimization problem →　fast & stable 
• No default model like Maximum entropy method 
• λ can be optimized automatically.
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Minimize

with

Data fit Sparseness of solution

L1 regularization

The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
R. Tibshirani, Stat. Soc., Ser. B58, 267 (1996)
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Regularizing ill-conditioned inverse 
problem

y = Ax

Ill-conditioned inverse problem for M < N

M

A = (2,1)

x = (x1
x2)

=y A x

N

M N

y = (2)
Example:

2x1 + x2 = 2

Select out a unique solution out of degenerate solutions →  Regularization
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L1 vs L2 regularization
Let us adopt the solution minimizing L1/L2 norm of the solution…

L2 regularization L1 regularization

Known as Ridge/Tikhonov regularization

!x!1 = !x1 ! + !x2 ! = const!x!2 = x2
1 + x2

2 = const
x1 = 1, x2 = 0

In general, L1 regularization suppresses 
irrelevant parameters to exactly zero.

x1 " 0, x2 " 0
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Step 2: extract signal

2

Here, the vector G is defined by Gi ⌘ G(⌧i) with ⌧i
being M -division of [0 : �]. In the fermionic cases, the
quantities on the right-hand side are defined by Kij ⌘
K+(⌧i,!j) and ⇢j ⌘ ⇢(!j)�! [21], which are obtained
after replacing the integral over ! with N -point finite
di↵erences in the range [�!max : !max]. One may use a
non-linear mesh for better e�ciency, but the formulation
below does not change. When the input G has noise, a
solution actually does not need to exactly fulfill Eq. (3).
For this reason, it is better to consider the square error

�2(⇢) =
1

2
kG�K⇢k22, (4)

and find ⇢ such that �2(⇢) < ⌘ with ⌘ being a small
constant depending on the magnitude of noise. Here, k·k2
stands for the L2 norm defined by k⇢k2 ⌘ (

P
j ⇢

2
j )

1/2.
The solution must hold two conditions: non-negativity

⇢(!) � 0 and the sum rule
R1
�1 ⇢(!)d! = 1. They are

expressed in terms of the vector ⇢ as

⇢j � 0,
X

j

⇢j = 1. (5)

The above constraints are applied to diagonal compo-
nents of Green functions. For o↵-diagonal components,
the non-negativity is not applied, while the sum rule al-
ways exists [22]. Our algorithm presented below can han-
dle both cases with and without these constraints (the
algorithm becomes even simpler if some constraints are
dropped). This is a technical advantage of our algorithm
over MaxEnt in which the entropy term relies on the pos-
itiveness ⇢(!) > 0 [23].

E�cient basis set.— We discuss what basis best de-
scribes spectral functions ⇢(!). Here, the “best” means
ability of reproducing the correct ⇢(!) (i) with a small
number of bases (ii) for wide models independent of de-
tails of interactions/parameters. For this purpose, we fo-
cus on the fact that the matrix K is ill-conditioned. To
see this, we make use of the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the matrix K:

K = USV t, (6)

where S is an M ⇥N diagonal matrix, and U and V are
orthogonal matrices of size M ⇥M and N ⇥N , respec-
tively. What should be noted here is that the singular
values sl (l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) decay exponentially or even
faster (see Fig. 3(a1) for the explicit result). This makes
a numerical optimization of �2(⇢) unstable. A standard
recipe for avoiding this di�culty is to drop such vectors
that correspond to small singular values below a certain
threshold [24][25]. Although this trick enables us to de-
rive a definite solution, the result depends totally on the
number of sl’s retained. We make another use of SVD of
the ill-conditioned matrix in modern perspective of SpM.

L1 regularization.— Using the SVD, we reconsider the
expression of the square error in Eq. (4). Introducing

FIG. 1. Explanation for the mechanism that a sparse solu-
tion is chosen by the L1 regularization. For details, see the
paragraph below Eq. (10).

new vectors

⇢0 = V t⇢, G0 = U tG, (7)

Eq. (4) is rewritten as

�2(⇢0) =
1

2
kG0 � S⇢0k22 =

1

2

X

l

(G0
l � sl⇢

0
l)
2. (8)

It is now clear that the contribution of ⇢0l to �2(⇢0) is
weighted by the corresponding singular value sl. Since sl
decays exponentially as noted above, most elements of ⇢0

give only negligible contribution to �2(⇢0). Such elements
are essentially indefinite as far as �2(⇢0) is concerned,
making a naive analytical continuation quite sensitive to
noise.
The above consideration brings us to the idea that, by

imposing sparseness on ⇢0, we can find a stable solution
which is robust against noise. To this end, we consider
the following cost function including an L1 regularization
term:

F (⇢0) ⌘ 1

2
kG0 � S⇢0k22 + �k⇢0k1, (9)

where � is a positive constant and k · k1 denotes the L1

norm defined by

k⇢0k1 ⌘
X

l

|⇢0l|. (10)

This form of optimization problems is referred to as
LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Opera-
tors) [26].
The role of the L1 term may be explained as follows.

We consider a two-dimensional vector ⇢0 = (⇢01, ⇢
0
2) as

the simplest example (Fig. 1). We suppose that the min-
imum of �2(⇢0), namely, the solution of the least-square
method, is located at ⇢0 = ⇢0

LS. Equal-value contours of
�2(⇢0) are elliptic centered at ⇢0

LS, and all points on this
line, e.g. open and closed circles in Fig. 1, are equally fea-
sible when a certain extent of errors are allowed. When
the L1 term is additionally taken into account, the open

Minimize

Relevant parameters are selected out automatically.
Possible extensions: 
• Covariance 
• Matrix-valued correlation functions
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Compression of imaginary-time data using intermediate representation of analytical
continuation
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New model-independent compact representations of imaginary-time data are presented in terms
of the intermediate representation (IR) of analytical continuation. This is motivated by a recent
numerical finding by the authors [J. Otsuki et al. (2017)]. We demonstrate the e�ciency of the
present method through continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo calculations of an Anderson impu-
rity model. We find that the IR yields a significantly compact form of various types of correlation
functions. The present framework will provide general ways to boost the power of cutting-edge
diagrammatic/quantum Monte Carlo treatments of many-body systems.

PACS numbers: 02.70.Ss

Many-body perturbation theories based on Matsub-
ara Green’s function are powerful tools to study corre-
lated systems. Elaborate diagrammatic methods have
been widely used for investigating static and dynamic
responses of the systems [1–3]. Modern quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods even provide access to numeri-
cally exact ground-state and dynamical properties of lat-
tice models and impurity models [4–16]. In these nu-
merical calculations, however, one frequently faces two
problems: (1) storage size and postprocessing cost of
imaginary-time objects and (2) analytical continuation
to the real-frequency axis.

The first issue becomes problematic in solving low-
energy lattice models. For instance, one needs to treat
two-particle quantities for computing lattice susceptibil-
ities. Two-particle quantities also play a central role in
some diagrammatic extensions of dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) [17] for describing non-local spatial cor-
relations [18, 19]. A recent technical advance is the com-
pact representation of the imaginary-time dependence in
terms of Legendre polynomials [20]. E↵orts have been
also made to describe the high-frequency asymptotic be-
havior of two-particle objects [21, 22]. However, the ap-
plication of these elaborate methods to realistic models
is still too computationally expensive. A similar prob-
lem appears in quantum chemistry calculations based on
a single-particle-level perturbative approach [23, 24]. In
this case, one needs to treat a much wider energy range
than the low-energy models. Thus, there is a high de-
mand for a more compact representation as a key ingre-
dient in cutting-edge simulations of many-body systems.

The second problem is ill-conditioned analytical con-
tinuation from imaginary-time data to real-frequency
axis. One example is estimating the spectral function
from imaginary-time Green’s function. One can formu-

Re

Im

K
Intermediate 
representation (IR)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Analytical continuation between real-
frequency data ⇢(!) and Matsubara-frequency data G(i!n)
through the kernel K. The intermediate representation is
defined in terms of a SVD of K.

late the problem as the linear equation

G = �K⇢, (1)

where G and ⇢ are vectors representing imaginary-time
and real-frequency data and the matrixK a kernel. Since
K is usually ill-conditioned, the singular values of K de-
cay very fast. As a result, most of independent compo-
nents in ⇢ give almost no contribution to G. Thus, if
one simply minimizes |G+K⇢|2 with respect to ⇢, any
errors in G are enormously amplified in ⇢. Many meth-
ods have been developed for computing an approximate
solution in a stable fashion such as the maximum entropy
method [25].

The authors have recently proposed to transform
Eq. (1) into the intermediate representation (IR)
defined in between real frequencies and imaginary
time (Fig. 1)[26]. It was found that the one can ex-
press the fundamental quantities G and ⇢ with only few

Sparse modeling+

Stable analytic continuation Efficient diagrammatic calculation
Review: J. Otsuki, M. Ohzeki,  HS, K. Yoshimi, JPSJ 89, 
012001 (2020)

Review: HS, N. Chikano, E. Gull, J. Li, T. Nomoto, J. 
Otsuki, M. Wallerberger, T. Wang, K. Yoshimi, 
arXiv:2106.12685
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Many-body perturbation theories based on Matsub-
ara Green’s function are powerful tools to study corre-
lated systems. Elaborate diagrammatic methods have
been widely used for investigating static and dynamic
responses of the systems [1–3]. Modern quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods even provide access to numeri-
cally exact ground-state and dynamical properties of lat-
tice models and impurity models [4–16]. In these nu-
merical calculations, however, one frequently faces two
problems: (1) storage size and postprocessing cost of
imaginary-time objects and (2) analytical continuation
to the real-frequency axis.

The first issue becomes problematic in solving low-
energy lattice models. For instance, one needs to treat
two-particle quantities for computing lattice susceptibil-
ities. Two-particle quantities also play a central role in
some diagrammatic extensions of dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) [17] for describing non-local spatial cor-
relations [18, 19]. A recent technical advance is the com-
pact representation of the imaginary-time dependence in
terms of Legendre polynomials [20]. E↵orts have been
also made to describe the high-frequency asymptotic be-
havior of two-particle objects [21, 22]. However, the ap-
plication of these elaborate methods to realistic models
is still too computationally expensive. A similar prob-
lem appears in quantum chemistry calculations based on
a single-particle-level perturbative approach [23, 24]. In
this case, one needs to treat a much wider energy range
than the low-energy models. Thus, there is a high de-
mand for a more compact representation as a key ingre-
dient in cutting-edge simulations of many-body systems.

The second problem is ill-conditioned analytical con-
tinuation from imaginary-time data to real-frequency
axis. One example is estimating the spectral function
from imaginary-time Green’s function. One can formu-
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frequency data ⇢(!) and Matsubara-frequency data G(i!n)
through the kernel K. The intermediate representation is
defined in terms of a SVD of K.

late the problem as the linear equation

G = �K⇢, (1)

where G and ⇢ are vectors representing imaginary-time
and real-frequency data and the matrixK a kernel. Since
K is usually ill-conditioned, the singular values of K de-
cay very fast. As a result, most of independent compo-
nents in ⇢ give almost no contribution to G. Thus, if
one simply minimizes |G+K⇢|2 with respect to ⇢, any
errors in G are enormously amplified in ⇢. Many meth-
ods have been developed for computing an approximate
solution in a stable fashion such as the maximum entropy
method [25].

The authors have recently proposed to transform
Eq. (1) into the intermediate representation (IR)
defined in between real frequencies and imaginary
time (Fig. 1)[26]. It was found that the one can ex-
press the fundamental quantities G and ⇢ with only few
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FIG. 2. Upper panel shows the singular values computed for
the fermionic and bosonic kernels. The data for ! = 10 000 are
multiplied by a constant for better readability. The lower panel shows
the basis functions in the imaginary-time domain [ul(x)] and in the
real-frequency domain [vl(y)] computed for the fermionic kernel. The
solid gray lines show Legendre polynomials.

we consider the particle-hole symmetric single-site Anderson
impurity model defined by the Hamiltonian

H = !µ
!

"

c†" c" + Un"n# +
!

k"

(c†"ak" + a
†
k" c" )

+
!

#

!

k"

$ka
†
k"ak" (13)

with µ = U/2 and " is spin index. c" and c†" are annihilation
and creation operators at the impurity site, while ak" and a

†
k"

are those of the bath sites (k is the internal degree of freedom
of the bath). The distribution of $k is a semicircular density of
states of width 4. We solve the model and compute correlation
functions by means of the hybridization expansion continuous-
time Monte Carlo technique [4].
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FIG. 3. Single-particle Green’s function computed for the model
(13) with U = 4 and % = 100. Upper panel: Expansion coefficients
Gl . We show only data for even l since Gl for odd l are zero due to the
particle-hole symmetry. Lower panel: G(& ) reconstructed from a few
small-l coefficients. All the data are averaged along the spin index.

B. Single-particle Green’s function

First, we discuss the impurity single-particle Green’s
function defined as G" (& ) = !$c" (& )c†" (0)% (0 ! & ! %). We
expand G" (& ) in terms of an orthogonal basis set {fl(x)}
(Pl or ul) as

G" (& ) =
&

2
%

!

l"0

G"
l

fl[x(& )]&
Nl

, (14)

where x(& ) = 2&/% ! 1 and
" 1
!1 fl(x)fl' (x)dx = Nl'll' . We

directly measure the coefficients G"
l in QMC simulations as

described in Ref. [20].
In Fig. 3, we show the coefficients Gl obtained for U =

4 and % = 100. The large-l asymptomatic behavior of the
Legendre representation is known to be exponential [20], while
the Matsubara-frequency representation has a 1/i(n tail. As
expected, the IR yields coefficients decaying even faster than
the Legendre basis. One can expect that the most compact
representation is obtained when !/% matches the actual width
of the spectrum. This suggests a practical way to choose an
appropriate value of !. Actually, the optimal value obtained
is ! ( 1000 for % = 100, being consistent with the largest
dimensionless energy scale of the system, i.e., %U,%W = 400.
As ! exceeds the optimal value, the efficiency gets worse only
slowly. In particular, we observed the nonmonotonic behavior
of Gl around l = 5 for ! > 500, which signals that ! exceeds
an optimal value.

In Fig. 3, we also show G(& ) reconstructed from the
coefficients for l ! 6. The data obtained by the IR (! = 500)
shows a perfect agreement with the numerically exact data,
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⇤ = 10
<latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WxH7+oWsXEgj5zi+NSvtd0VuaPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UGiyEhjEFWuwUKVF2kOU/O5+tR8=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ppDkgbPrtVSBOnT+Mi0+6YQvdbI=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EZCzutC/E6YLeiwpiC+CCtsPpwQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ppDkgbPrtVSBOnT+Mi0+6YQvdbI=">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</latexit>

⇤ = 50
<latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhB2+kibmpd5LML0oBvCDXqKcbw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tkO9J6CFCjpTFBqhTvuy/osnzPI=">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</latexit>
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https://github.com/SpM-lab/irbasis
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Applications

Diagrammatic calculations for materials

Extension to two-particle quantities

Review: HS et al., arXiv:2106.12685

Bethe-Salpeter equation with exponential convergence 
M. Wallerberger*, HS*, A. Kauch, PRR 3, 033168 (2021)

J. Li, M. Wallerberger, C.-N. Yeh, N. Chikano, E. Gull, HS, PRB 101, 035144 (2020)

GW calculations of silicon crystals
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Figure 10: Selected modes of the dynamical susceptibilityy for the two-band Hubbard
model described in the text, in the presence of the excitonic condensate, � = 60.

7 Summary

Based on the IR basis, we have introduced a procedure for generating sparse grids in the
Matsubara frequency domain and a fitting algorithm based on a tensor network representation.
These two enable an efficient transformation of numerical data from Matsubara to IR domain.
The tensor network representation provides a model-independent way to compress the IR
expansion coefficients (IR tensor) by decoupling the frequency and spins/orbital dependence.
Low-temperature calculations for multi-orbital systems benefit from this compression.

We have demonstrated the efficiency and accuracy of the present method in DMFT cal-
culations: static susceptibility calculations for single-band Hubbard model and dynamic sus-
ceptibility calculations for two-band Hubbard model with low symmetry. We have shown that
accurate susceptibilities can be obtained already with low-rank approximation of the IR tensor.

The sparse sampling and the tensor network decomposition are independent procedures
that are controlled separately. The size of sparse sampling grid, and thus its computational
cost, depends only on temperature, the energy window and the desired accuracy. The “com-
pression rate” and the accuracy of tensor network representation are controlled by the rank
of decomposition D. In the present work, we have demonstrated that the local 2P Green’s
function can be compressed from 700 MB to 330 kB for the two-band Hubbard model. The
concept of tensor network representation is flexible and further compression may be possible
for different tensor network topologies. The choice of ideal tensor network topology requires
an extensive experience with the performance of the method for various models and is beyond
the scope of the present work.

Potential applications of the present scheme include DFT+DMFT calculations for realistic
multi-orbital models and diagrammatic extensions of DMFT. It is highly desirable to develop
efficient methods for solving equations at the 2P level such as Bethe-Salpeter and parquet
equations directly in the tensor network format with the sparse sampling. This requires ef-
ficient evaluation of contractions of 2P quantities, e.g., a vertex function and a generalized
susceptibility. Potentially useful techniques for manipulating matrix product states and tensor
networks have already been developed in other fields of condensed matter theory [26,27,40].
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Compression of imaginary-time data using intermediate representation of analytical
continuation
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New model-independent compact representations of imaginary-time data are presented in terms
of the intermediate representation (IR) of analytical continuation. This is motivated by a recent
numerical finding by the authors [J. Otsuki et al. (2017)]. We demonstrate the e�ciency of the
present method through continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo calculations of an Anderson impu-
rity model. We find that the IR yields a significantly compact form of various types of correlation
functions. The present framework will provide general ways to boost the power of cutting-edge
diagrammatic/quantum Monte Carlo treatments of many-body systems.

PACS numbers: 02.70.Ss

Many-body perturbation theories based on Matsub-
ara Green’s function are powerful tools to study corre-
lated systems. Elaborate diagrammatic methods have
been widely used for investigating static and dynamic
responses of the systems [1–3]. Modern quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods even provide access to numeri-
cally exact ground-state and dynamical properties of lat-
tice models and impurity models [4–16]. In these nu-
merical calculations, however, one frequently faces two
problems: (1) storage size and postprocessing cost of
imaginary-time objects and (2) analytical continuation
to the real-frequency axis.

The first issue becomes problematic in solving low-
energy lattice models. For instance, one needs to treat
two-particle quantities for computing lattice susceptibil-
ities. Two-particle quantities also play a central role in
some diagrammatic extensions of dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) [17] for describing non-local spatial cor-
relations [18, 19]. A recent technical advance is the com-
pact representation of the imaginary-time dependence in
terms of Legendre polynomials [20]. E↵orts have been
also made to describe the high-frequency asymptotic be-
havior of two-particle objects [21, 22]. However, the ap-
plication of these elaborate methods to realistic models
is still too computationally expensive. A similar prob-
lem appears in quantum chemistry calculations based on
a single-particle-level perturbative approach [23, 24]. In
this case, one needs to treat a much wider energy range
than the low-energy models. Thus, there is a high de-
mand for a more compact representation as a key ingre-
dient in cutting-edge simulations of many-body systems.

The second problem is ill-conditioned analytical con-
tinuation from imaginary-time data to real-frequency
axis. One example is estimating the spectral function
from imaginary-time Green’s function. One can formu-

Re

Im

K
Intermediate 
representation (IR)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Analytical continuation between real-
frequency data ⇢(!) and Matsubara-frequency data G(i!n)
through the kernel K. The intermediate representation is
defined in terms of a SVD of K.

late the problem as the linear equation

G = �K⇢, (1)

where G and ⇢ are vectors representing imaginary-time
and real-frequency data and the matrixK a kernel. Since
K is usually ill-conditioned, the singular values of K de-
cay very fast. As a result, most of independent compo-
nents in ⇢ give almost no contribution to G. Thus, if
one simply minimizes |G+K⇢|2 with respect to ⇢, any
errors in G are enormously amplified in ⇢. Many meth-
ods have been developed for computing an approximate
solution in a stable fashion such as the maximum entropy
method [25].

The authors have recently proposed to transform
Eq. (1) into the intermediate representation (IR)
defined in between real frequencies and imaginary
time (Fig. 1)[26]. It was found that the one can ex-
press the fundamental quantities G and ⇢ with only few
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IR basis and sparse modeling may be combined with other techniques such as ML! 
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